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In this note we generalize an inequality on determinants (Corollary 3 
below) recently proved by Seiler and Simon [l] in connection with some 
estimates in quantum field theory. Our main result is Lemma 1. 
Let H be a Hilbert space and let a (H) be the bounded linear operators 
on H. We shall be interested in maps F: 99(H) -+ C that satisfy: 
B>A>O=>F(B)>F(A)>O 
F(A*A)F(B*B) > j F(A*B)j”. 
F need not be continuous. 
(1) 
(2) 
Well known examples of such F’s are: 
(i) any immanant [2] (of which the determinant and permanent 
are special cases); 
(ii) F(A) = E,(A), the kth elementary symmetric function of the 
characteristic roots of A. 
That the immanants satisfy (2) is well known [3], and follows from 
an alternative definition of them as appropriate traces of ON A on the 
N-fold tensor product of H. Similarly, E,(A) is a trace of 0” A on the 
K-fold antisymmetric tensor product of H. (1) follows from the fact 
thatA>B>O*@OkA>@kB; 
(iii) F(A) = // A /I. 
(iv) see Note added in proof. 
LEMMA 1. Let F: i%(H) +-C satisfy (1) and (2). Let {ai}~cl and 
{bi)~=, be in 9iY (H). Then 
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Proof. Let C = [,Zi%zi*ai]lP, D = Zlnui*bi , E = .Zlnbi*bi . First 
assume that 1 ai 1 is nonsingular, V i, where / a 1 = (a*~)~/~; hence C is 
nonsingular and E = Z;lzb,*a, / ai l-2 ai*bi . By the Schwarz inequality 
for operators, [4], E 3 I C-lD 12. Hence 
F(P)F(E) > F(C2)F(/ C-l D I”) >, [ F(CC-l D)l”. 
If some I ai 1 is singular the proof is more involved. Let E > 0. 
by [4]. Ker C C Ker ai and C >, I ai I =z the operator Ti E J%(H) given 
by Ti(C,) = w and Ti : Ker C -+ 0, is well defined. It is easy to 
check that ai(C2 + J-1/z --+s Ti , and hence (C2 + d-l/2 ui* +w Ti*. 
Therefore, ifLG5’lnTi*bi, then K>L*L andF(C2)F(E)>F(C2)F(L*L)> 
I F(CL)lz. However, T&’ = s-lim,,o ai(C2 + EI)-~/*(C~ + EI)I/~ = Ui . 
n 
COROLLARY 2. With F as in Lemma 1, 
Proof. Write ci = Ui 1 ci I, Ui a partial isometry. In Lemma 1 set 
Ui = 1 Ci /l” Ui”, b, = I ci j1j2. Note that ai*ai = Ui j Ci I Ui* and 
(Ui*Ui)’ = U,Ci*CiUi * = ui 1 ci I I ci I ui* = cici* = / ci* 12. w 
Remark. For the determinant function, this says that [det Z1” 1 ci I] 
[det ,Z’in 1 Ci* I] >, j det El” ci j2. It is not generally true that 
det(Z,” j ci I) > I det Z1 lzci 1, Ref. [l]. The example cl = (-t -i), c2 = (z :) 
illustrates this. 
COROLLARY 3 (ROTFEL'D, SEILER-SIMON, see note added in proof.) 
I WI t A + B)I < WI + I A I) WI+ I B I) 
Proof. Take ci = I, c2 = A, ca = B in Corollary 2. For positive 
matrices A and B, Corollary 3 is easy to prove, and the general case 
follows from the fact that det(1 + I A I) = det(1 + I A* I). n 
In view of Lemma 1, one might hope that a Holder type inequality 
is true, e.g. 
) det Z1%zi*bi 1 < (det Z;% 1 ni jP)r’v(det ,Zrn I bi /q)l’~, p-l + 4-l = 1. 
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That this is false in general can be seen by taking ai = I, Vi and letting 
4 -+ 1, p + 0. The resulting statement is not true according to the 
remark following Corollary2. However, something a bit weaker is true. 
DEFINITION 1. With A = (aI ,..., a,), p > 0 and F satisfying (I), 
F,(A) = sup{F(Z1”Ui* [ a, [“U,)}llp 
where the supremum is over all Ui such that ]I Ui 11 < 1. 
DEFINITION 2. Let F: a(H) + C, H separable. We say that F is 
analytic if: (i) Whenever a sequence A(j) converges strongly to A then 
F(A(j)) +-F(A); (ii) Whenever Ai , Bi and Ci are finite rank operators 
with Ai, Ci > 0 and 11 Bi 11 < 1, then C 3 x HF(Z~~A~~B~C’~-~) is 
regular in the strip d = {z 1 0 < Re(z) < l}. 
LEMMA 4. Let H be separable and let F: a’(H) + C be analytic and 
satisfy (1) and (2). Let p, q > 1 and p-l + q-l = 1. Then 
1 F(zl%q*bi)12 < F(2y / ai py’” F(2y 1 bi I”)“” F,(A) F,(B) < F,(A)2 F*(B)2. 
Proof. Owing to the strong sequential continuity of F, we can 
approximate ai by a sequence a:j), where rank (a:j’) = j, and av’ --tS a( 
and likewise for bi . Thus, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for finite 
rank operators, which we shall henceforth assume. Let a,* = 1 ai 1 Si , 
bi = Ti / bi 1, Si, Ti finite rank partial isometries. Let CQ = 1 ai IP, 
,L$ = 1 b, 1% If F(Zl,“/3i) = 0 th en, by Lemma 1, 0 = F(Zl;“/3J F(n1) > 
F(ZlC,“/3:‘2)2. By induction, F(Zln 1 bi 1’) = 0 for some r E (0, 11. But then 
jF(Zlma,*bi)/2 < F(Zl”y,*y,)F(Zl” 1 bi 1’) = 0, where ‘yi = Ibi11+12 Ti*ai . 
Likewise, we can also assume that F(&%J # 0 and, a fortiori, F,(A), 
F,(B) # 0. Now consider the following regular function on A: 
f(z) = F(Z;~O~~&T&~)~ 
x F(L’~nai)-” F,(A)-“p F(Zl;“&)“-’ Z$3)(Z-1)‘c 
By Lemma 1, the first factor is bounded by F(Zl%~Re(z)) F(Zlfij?~-2Recz)) < 
F(nM21)2, where M = max(ll 01~ 11, /I /3i I], l}. Thus, f is bounded in A and 
its maximum modulus occurs on the boundary, 2: = i0 or x = 1 + 8, 
0 real. In the former case, by Lemma 1 
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with Wi = @SiTi/3;ie. Since 1 IV, j < 1, F(Z1~tW&?,Wi*) < F,(B)5 and 
jf(i6)j < 1. Likewise If(l + id)1 < 1, and hence (f(l/p)/ < 1. n 
Remark. When p = q = l/2, Lemma 4 is weaker than Lemma 1. 
Clearly, some improvement is possible. 
We now give a sufficient condition for F to satisfy (1) and (2). 
LEMMA 5. Let F: &Y(H) ---f C satisfy 
(i) A > 0 * F(A) >, 0, 
(ii) II UII < 1 * IF( <JY A I) and IF( <F(I A I), ‘v’A 
Then F satisjes (1) and additionally Ij U([, I[ WI1 < 1 G- 1 F(UAW)I < 
F(I A I), VA. @if ur th ermore, H is separable and F is analytic, then F also 
satisfies (2). 
Proof. If B >, A > 0, let WE g(H) be defined by W(B1j2y) = A1/2~ 
and W: Ker(B) +O.SinceB 3 A 30, WiswelldefinedandI/ W(l<l. 
Then A1i2 = WB1i2 and A = WBW*. By (ii), F( WBW*) < F(I WB 1). 
If Pi2 = j WB / then C = BW* WB < B2. As before, C1J2 = 
U(B2)l12 = UB with jl U 11 < 1. By (ii), F(C112) <F(B) and (1) is 
proved. For the same reason, 
I F(UAW)I e F(I UA I) < F(I A I). 
As in the proof of Lemma 4, it is sufficient to prove (2) for finite 
rank operators. Let E > 0 and let I;‘,(A) = F(A) + E, whence F, satisfies 
(i) and (ii). Let A, B E 93’(H), A* = 1 A [ S, B = T j B j with S and T 
finite rank partial isometries, and let 01 = 1 A i2, /3 = j B j2. Consider 
the following regular function on A: 
f(x) = F,((u~ST~l-“)F,(ol)-“F,(~)~-l. 
If 3/S = ci3 ST /?--8 then, for z E d, II yz Ij < Mfor some M > 0. Therefore 
1 F,(y,)I = j F,(M-ly,MI)I < F,(MI) by (ii), andf(z) is bounded in A. 
When z = it9 or z = 1 + i0 with 8 real, 1 f (x)1 < 1 by (ii) and thus (2) 
is proved for F, . Since (2) holds for all E > 0, however, with A and B 
fixed, it holds when E = 0. n 
To see that the converse of Lemma 5 is false, let C be a fixed positive 
matrix and let F be the matrix function F(A) E det(A + C). Then F 
satisfies (1) and (2) (L emma 1) and is analytic. However, as the remark 
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after Corollary 2 shows, 1 F( UA)I 4: F( 1 A 1) in general when I[ U I/ < 1. 
A possible generalization of Lemma 1 is to have F: ii?(H) -+ g(K), 
where K is another Hilbert space, and to replace (2) either by 
or 
F(A*A)1’2F(B*B)F(A*A)1’2 2 / F(A*B)l2 
However, we have not been able to find any example that cannot be 
treated by the lemmas already stated. 
The author thanks E. Seiler and B. Simon for making their result, 
Corollary 3, available before publication, and for helpful discussions and 
suggestions. 
Notes Added in Proof 
(i) The author has learned that Corollary 3, with generalizations, was proved 
earlier by S. Yu. Rotfel’d [5, 61. 
(ii) R. Merris and J. A. Dias da Silva [7, 81 have given other examples of matrix 
functions satisfying (1) and (2). 
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